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Introduction 
In Berkeley versions of the operating system called Unix there is a utility called 
dc (for ‘desk calculator’) that does arbitrary precision arithmetic. This is not 
floating point: dc uses arbitrarily large integers (and arbitrary precision rationals). 
The following examples (Nfa, etc.) grew out of thinking about how to program 
such a utility on the 68 000 processor chip. They are also related to some considera- 
tions of 2-categories that we intend to discuss in later work. Here we only talk about 
the natural numbers, not the rationals. 
We produce the natural numbers (with + and .) using what might be called 
uniformly constructive monads, in which 
card(XT) I max(card(X). 2y card(X) + 2w), 
where w is the word-size of the machine (= how many bits can be sent in parallel 
down the bus). For notational convenience we use n = 10 instead of n = 2w, although 
we could equally well use any natural number n. 
We find it convenient to let our finite approximation to N ‘spill over’, with an 
overffow or 03 element, denoted by e. (Overflow rather than cycle round to 0.) 
Goguen pointed out in 1977 that it is appropriate for algebraic data structures to 
contain error elements (cf. [8,9], also cf. [1,2]). 
From the point of view of a finite ‘machine’ the natural numbers appearing in 
the initial data structure it works with, satisfy a version of the Peano axioms. Here 
initial data structure (or type) refers to the initial object in a certain category of 
algebras (e.g. NtO of Section 1). 
The word model as used in this paper will refer to the model of a sketch in a 
category (cf. Section 4). However by analogy with an earlier use of the word we 
define an H-model to be a system consisting of a set N, elements 0, e of N and a 
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unary operation s on N (cf. [12]). An H-model (N, 0, e, s) will be called a Peano over- 
flow model (P.o.m.) (cf. [6, p. 103]), if it satisfies the following axioms. 
(Pl) For all x in N, xs#O. 
(P2) For all x, y in N- {e}, if x#y, then xs#ys. 
(P3) If G is any subset of N such that (a) 0 in G and (b) whenever x in G, then 
also xs in G, then G=N. 
These axioms are almost identical to the formulation of the Peano axioms for the 
natural numbers (as given by Henkin [ 121) except for the overflow constant e in P2. 
Unless the capacity of the ‘machine’ is taken into account, then the P.o.m. is not 
uniquely determined. For example, we could introduce further axioms, 
(P4) for all x in N, xs” = e, and 
(P5) es=e, 
to get uniqueness. 
The first section formalizes some of these ideas with the introduction of the cate- 
gory N:, of algebras. The ideas may be extended to ‘larger’ machines by intro- 
ducing the categories NY0 and suitable adjunctions. The second section shows how 
to compare NY0 and N’ ,on using the wrapping and unravelling functors. 
The third section introduces addition and multiplication into the models and 
shows how to extend these operations by putting in new partially defined opera- 
tions + 1 and . 1 1 2 when we go from N,, to N,,. This extends the operation to a larger 
data type and replaces some of the e readings by natural numbers. 
The fourth section describes the finite natural number objects as initial objects 
in the category Mod&S) of models of certain sketches S. For example, the cate- 
gory Nio of Section 1 has sketch Sk given by (4.3)-(4.5) and data type I, in Sets 
given by 
(which is also a Peano overflow model satisfying Pl through P5). That is, Ii is the 
initial object in the category of set valued models of the sketch Sk, such category 
being written Mods&Sk) or simply Mod(Sh). We also consider the question of 
persistence of the initial objects. That is, the question of when is h”h*=id on the 
initial object of Mod(A) if he : Mod(A) + Mod(B) is a left adjoint to the functor 
h* : Mod(B) -+ Mod(A) induced by the sketch morphism h : A --f B (cf. [ 111). 
1. The construction 
Let N!. be the category of algebras with constants 0, e and a unary operation so 
satisfying the axioms es0 = e and ask0 = e for all a. NT0 is the category with the same 
constants, operation and axioms as Nio plus a partially defined unary operation t, 
defined on a when as, = e and satisfying the axiom et, = e and a_tiO = e for all a, 
where a_t, is t, applied to usA for i the smallest number 0 5 is 9 with asi’l= e. In 
other words, from t, we create an everywhere defined unary operation fi with axiom 
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f !’ = e. This last axiom is equivalent o giving the finite list s,$. t, . s:. t, a.’ ~2’. t, = e 
of axioms involving so and I, where 0 I ij I 9 and 11j~ 10. 
Nfo has constants, operations and axioms as in Nfo plus a partially defined unary 
operation t, defined on a when at, = e and satisfying the axioms et, = e and a_ti” = e 
for all a where a& is t, applied to af{s,k for j the smallest number Orj59 with 
a!, j+ ’ = e and k the smallest number 0 5 k< 9 with a!(.$+ ’ = e. We define NY: ’ 
inductively as follows: N,, n+l has the same constants, operations and axioms as 
NY0 plus a partially defined unary operation t, defined on a when at,_, = e and 
satisfying the axioms et, = e and aJjo = e for all a where a!,, is t, applied to 
atjfimI . . . 
-n-l 
$._t{‘s~ where for given r = 1,2, . . . , n - 1, the integer j, with 0 4 j, I 9 is the 
smallest one with a!::; **.f:” = e and k with O~k9 is the smallest integer with 
,+I 
-n-l 
. ..l{l.s.“+‘=e. 
We now describe an adjunction 
F12 
P 
(1.1) Nio A & N?;, 
t 
u12 
The functor U,, forgets the operation t,. In the sequel we write U for U,, and 
F for F,,. Let A be an object in Ni,. A primitive element of A is any element not 
of the form x. so. The elements of A have the form x. so” or e where x is a primitive 
and 0 I n 5 9. The elements of AF are given by rows determined by primitive ele- 
ments x of A and are given in the following form 
x, xs,, . . . . xs; 
9 
Xfl, XflSO, *.., XflSO 
(1.2) xff, xgs,, . . . . x$s; 
9 9 9 9 
Xfl, Xf,SO, ...P XZlSO 
where the first row is in A and consequently may have fewer than 10 elements. The 
last 9 rows have 10 elements each where xJf is an abbreviation for (xs,‘, tl,_tl-‘) for 
r the smallest integer with xsA#e, x.$‘+’ = e and 1< is9, if i= 1 we take the same 
value with the third coordinate omitted. The symbol xJtf$ is an abbreviation for 
(xs,‘, t, , fl ‘-‘s/)for l<i19or(xs,‘,tl,s,j)fori=land1Ij19andrasbefore.Then 
(1.3) (xso” ) so = -II xsj+l 0 for 05 j58, e forj=9 
(noting that xsi may equal e for some j<9) and 
(1.4) (xf;so/)so = II x+;+ l for OIjS8, e for j=9 
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define se. The partial unary operation t, is defined by 
(I .5) (xsi)tr = x_t, for j the smallest integer I 0 with xsi’l =e 
and 
(1.6) (x_t;si) t, = 
xJ;+’ for llizz8, 
e for i=9. 
Note as well that distinct primitive elements x and Y may have x.s~=Ys~ #e for some 
i,j<9. In this case, however, x and y will generate the same last 9 rows in (1.2). 
The unit morphism An.A -+ AFU may be described as the inclusion of the first 
row of (1.2) into (1.2). That is, each element of A is of the form e or xsf, for 
some primitive element x of A and some i I 9 and An is defined by eAn = e and 
xsi.An=xsL in AF12U12. 
Next we describe Be : BUF-+ B for B an object of Nf,. A primitive element x of 
B is any element not of the form x. so or x. tl. Such an x yields a formal list of 100 
elements as in (1.2) although many of them may equal e. BU is just B with the opera- 
tion tl and axioms involving tl forgotten. Thus if x is a generator of B and i is the 
largest number (0 5 izz 9) with x_ti # e, then in BU the elements x, x_t,, . . . ,x1; are 
primitive in BU and the free object BUF has elements 
Yj’ Yj sO9 
9 
***1 YjSO 
for each Yj =x!{ where 0 <jl i (and x!: =x). In (1.7) the situation is the same as in 
(1.2), that is, the first row is in BU,, and may have fewer than 10 elements distinct 
from e and the remaining 9 rows have distinct elements. The operations so and t, 
are defined in (1.7) as in (1.3) through (1.6). The morphism 
(I-8) Be : BU,, F,, + B 
can be explicitly described in terms of the primitive elements x of B, namely, the 
first row of (1.7) goes to corresponding elements of the jth row of (1.2) (thought 
of as B elements) and the kth row (l< k<lO) to the (j+ k-1)st row which, for 
j + k - 1 > 10, has e in each entry. In terms of a formula we would express this as 
(1.9) yjJ:s:. Be = x~{+~s~I 
where 0 5 k i 9, 0 5 1s 9 and 0 5 j 5 i, where i is the largest integer with xJf f e. 
The preceding will be abbreviated by saying that Be takes block j to row j. That 
is, the elements of (1.7) in BUF (which are called the block j elements) are taken 
to elements of (1.2) in B starting with row j, as given by the formula in (1.9). 
Let x be a primitive element of the object A of Ni,. Then the morphism 
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An : A + AFU is described by the formula 
(1.10) xsA.An = xs;l 
for O~i19 as illustrated by the diagram 
x, xs,, . . . . xs; 
An 
- x, xs,, . ..) xs9 0 
9 
(1.11) 
xf,, X!,So, *..Y x!,so 
9 9 9 9 
XJ,, XflSO, *-.3 X!,SO 
inserting the row generated by x in A into the row generated by x in AFU. 
Proposition 1.12. (F, U, n, e) is an adjunction. 
Proof. We first show that 
(1.13) AF 3 AFUF AFe - AF= l,,. 
Observe that if a : A + B in N!,, then aF: AF+ BF as follows: 
x, xs,, . . . . xs; xa, xsoa=xaso, .. . . xasi 
9 9 
(1.14) 
Xfi, xt,s,, ***, X.lSO xa!,, xa!,s,, . . . , xaJ,so 
I i 
9 9 9 
x_t,, X_tlSO, ***, x_t,so xa_t T, xaJ,9s,, 9 9 . . . . xaJlso 
for x primitive in A. In other words 
(1.15) (xsh) aF = (xa)sh 
since a is an Nio morphism and (xJfso/)aF=(xa)tfsoJ for Oli, js10. 
The morphism An : A + AFU was described following (1.6) as a function oper- 
ating on a primitive element x and its successors by including the first row of (1.2) 
into (1.2). It can be observed that AFUF has ten blocks of ten rows each corre- 
sponding to each primitive element x of A. That is, given x primitive in A then 
x,x!,, *.. 9 xJ7 are primitive in AFU and in AFUF each yj = xi{ generates the sequence 
of elements appearing in (1.7). By the definition of F on morphisms (in (1.14)) we 
see that the morphism AnF: AF-t AFUF takes the jth row of the left hand side of 
(1.14) to the first row of (1.7) generated by the primitive element yj =x_t{ in AFUF. 
Thus 
(1.16) (xf{s,$AnF = yj s; in AFUF 
and by (1.19) we get 
(1.17) ( yj $)(AFe) = XJ/S~ 
and equation (1.13) holds. 
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We next show that 
(1.18) BU a BUFU = BU = I,,. 
A given primitive element x of B generates a sequence (1.2) with general element 
~if.$. The same formulas (1.16) and (1.17) hold, hence (1.18) holds. More precisely, 
(1.19) (xJtfs,J)BUn. BeU = y,si. BeU = xrfsi. 
The only real difference between this proof of (1.18) and the previous proof of 
(1.13) is that the last 9 rows of (1.2) generated by x in AF have 90 distinct elements 
different from e whereas in the case of general B an element x which is primitive 
generates between 1 and 99 elements distinct from e depending on B and the particu- 
lar primitive element x chosen. 
Suppose h:A-+B in N:,. For the naturality of n we must show that 
(1.20) I h.Bn = An.hFU m N,,. 
Take a in A, then a = sxi some 0 I i I 9 and x primitive. Thus ah. Bn = xs: h. Bn = 
(since h an Nto morphism) xhsi.Bn=xhsi (in BFU)=xsAh =xsihFU=xsA.An. hFU. 
Thus (1.20) holds. 
We next show that e: UF-+ 1 is natural, that is, for each h : A + B in N:, the 
equation 
(1.21) Ae.h = hUF.Be 
holds. If x is primitive in A then it generates a sequence (1.2) of 10 rows which may 
have some of its entries equal to e. Every element of A clearly appears in at least 
one such sequence. The morphism hU: AU+ BU in Ni, takes the same values (as 
a function) as h : A -+ B in N:,. If i is the largest integer with xif #e, then AU has 
primitive elements x, xii, . . . , x_tr determined by x. 
The object AUF of NfO has i blocks of 10 rows, each generated by the primitive 
element x of A. Block j (with jc i) starts with the primitive element yj =x1: of AU 
determined by x and its first row (= row 1 of (1.7)) is the jth row of (1.2). The 
remaining 9 rows of block j appear in (1.7) and are distinct from each other, from 
e and do not belong to AU. Thus in particular row 2 of block j and row 1 of block 
j+ 1 are distinct (although they become equal when Be is applied). 
The morphism hUF: AUF-+ BUF of Nf,, may be described as follows in terms of 
the primitive elements x of A. Given x in A, then xh in B can be written xh = z_tisi 
for some primitive z in B and 0 I r, s I 9. A general element q of A UF can be written 
in the form (yjs~)_t~s~ where yj =xJ{ in A and Yj is primitive in AU although a 
given q may not have a unique x associated. Each element of AUF is of the form 
(yjs,4)J~s~ which can be written yjsO q+l for k=O and otherwise equals yj_tfsh. 
Looking at the definition of F we obtain the formula defining hUF, namely, 
(1.22) yj_t;s;.hUF = 
<Z_t;+‘>r:s; if j+k#O, 
(~_t~s,“)s~=z_t~s,“” if j+k=O, 
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where z_t, r+j is in row r+j in B of the primitive element z of B. If we write (j, k, 1) 
for an entry in block j, row k and entry I, then (1.22) expresses that 
(1.23) (_i, k, 1) - (r+j,k,I). 
Finally, we observe that 
(1.24) 
(1.25) 
rj$sA. hUF. Be (lz2) (z$“)t:sA. Be, 
which either %? ~_t;+j+~.sA if j+ k # 0 or 
(1.22) 
= z_t1so r ‘+’ if j+k = 0. 
yjffsk.Ae. h (‘? x-f1 j+k~k. h = (since h is an N$ morphism) 
xh_t;+kst, = Q’;@;+~s; = ~f;+~+~s; 
if j+k + 0 and = z&s:+1 if j+k = 0. 
Thus (1.21) commutes. 
2. The wrapping, unravelling and insertion functors 
The data from the previous section may be presented in the following diagram 
(2.1) 
\\ /“io 
N:,/ 4’/ 
\ Ens 
of adjunctions. 
Each N~...o is monadic over Ens, and the triangles of functors commute. Fur- 
thermore -- stands for a monadic adjunction and we write n- when 
the adjunction comes from a reflective subcategory. 
For added clarity we describe the adjunction 
(2.2) 
1 
Nloo - - NFO 
where Ni, is the category of algebras with constants 0, e and a unary operation s 
satisfying es = e and as loo = e for all a. The category NF, has constants 0, e, a unary 
operation so and a partially defined unary operation t, subject to the axioms given 
in Section 1. 
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Let B be an object of Nf,. The object BU of N& has the same underlying set 
and constants 0 and e as B. The unary operation s0 is defined by xsf =e and 
xs: =xsi for 1~ is 9 and x primitive or x=YslOk for 15 kc: 9 and Y primitive. The 
partially defined unary operation t, is defined on a when as, = e by at, =as. 
U: N;,,+N;,, is called the wrapping functor. 
Let A be an object of Nt, and let x be a primitive element of A. Then 100 ele- 
ments (not necessarily distinct) may be written in the form xjfs{ where Oc:i, j~9 
as pictured in (1.2). We let AG be the set obtained from the underlying set of A by 
forgetting all elements after the first e in (1.2) for each primitive element x. 
The functor F: Nf, -+ Ni,, is then defined by letting AF have underlying set AG 
and for x primitive in A we string out all the elements of (1.2) before the first e, 
side by side, using s0 and t, to define s in AF. 
Example 2.3. Suppose x and Y are primitive in the object A of Nfo and suppose the 
elements generated by x and Y in A are 
2 
(2.4) 
x, xs,, xso, e, . . . , e Y, Yso, Ys; 5 *..,ys;,ys; 
2 
xf, =xsot,,xt,so,x_t,s~,xf,s~,e ,..., e 9 2 Y!, =ysotl,y!lsO,y!lso,e, . . ..e 
yff = ysit,sit,, y_tfs,, e, . . . ,e. 
Then in AG we have rows 
(2.5) x,xs,,x&e and y,yso,ys& . . ..Ys~.Ys~ 
9 2 
y_tl =ysot,,y!,so,y!,so,e,...,e 
where AG is to be regarded as an Nfo object with operations so and t, where the 
operations have the effect indicated as follows: 
SO SO SO SO so SO SO 
(2.6) x-xs, ---+xs 
2 2 
**f 0 Y -ys 
3 
0 -Ys 0 ““Ay.yo vvc -ys; 
// / 
2 e = xs,t, Y_t, - Y_tlSO -y_t,s; -e, . . ..e. 
In AF as described then we have an operation s with s”‘=e and sii defined by 
xsVzxtisj 
-1 0’ 
2 The functor 7: N,, + N:oo obtained in this way is called the unravelling functor. 
Clearly UF: NIOO + N;oa is the identity and so is the counit e. Furthermore AFU 
has AG as underlying set and we can in fact regard G as the functor FU and the 
unit n : A + AG as being given in an obvious way, that is, an = a for those elements 
before the first e in a list of type (2.4) and an = e otherwise. There is in general no 
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morphism AFU-, A. Clearly (cf. (2.4) and (2.5)) a primitive element x of AFgener- 
ates the same set of elements in AF and AFUF, hence nF= 1 and 1, = nF. Fe. On 
the other hand if A = XU and x is primitive in A, then the same set of elements are 
generated in A and AFU and Un = 1 and 1, = Un. eU. 
It is easy to describe categories where successor ‘goes around to 0’. For example, 
let Nf, have constant 0, unary operation st and axiom as:‘=0 and let N:, have 
operations and axioms as in Ni, plus a new everywhere defined unary operation s, 
10 with axiom as2 =a”,. 
Example 2.7. Let J, = (0, 1, . . . , 
in N:,. 
8,9 1 is=i+l, OSi<9 and 9s=O}. Then Ji is initial 
Similarly we have: 
Example 2.8. 
J2= 1 7 1.1 - 1.2.e. - 1.9 
s2 s2 
9 -.?A 9.1 d?-+ 9.2... d-L+ 9.9 A 0 
SI 
. . . . 2 is imtial in N,,. The adjoint to the forgetful functor lVf, + Ni, is called the inser- 
tion functor, it takes J, to J2. 
3. The finite (+, a) natural numbers 
Let N’(+) be the category whose objects are sets with operations and equations 
as in N’ (= Nf,) plus a binary operation +0 satisfying 
O+,a=a=a+,O, 
(3.1) e+,a=e=a+,e, 
(a +c b)s = a +o bs. 
The category N’(+, a) is the one whose objects are sets with operations and 
equations as in N’(+) plus a binary operation .c satisfying 
O.oa=O=a.oO, 
(3.2) e.oas=e=as.oe, 
x.~ys=x.()y+~x. 
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Let I, be the set (0, 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9, e} with successor operation s given by 
ns=n+l for 05n58 and 9s=e=es. 
Proposition 3.3. I, is the initial object of N’. 
We define _12 as the set (0, 1,2, . . . ,98,99, e} with ns=n+l and 99s=e=es for 
0 5 n 5 98. Then Zz is initial in N&, and its image Z,=_I,U is initial (U:N~,,+N~O 
is a right adjoint which is persistent, i.e. preserves initial objects). Inductively we 
get Z,, initial in N’;b where Z,, has 10” + 1 elements. 
Given I, initial in N’ by (3.3) we introduce 2 operations + and . in I, using the 
following tables: 
+10123456789e 
(3.4) 
0 
9 
e 
0123456789e 
123456789ee 
23456789eee 
3456789eeee 
456789eeeee 
56789eeeeee 
6789eeeeeee 
789eeeeeeee 
89eeeeeeeee 
9eeeeeeeeee 
e e e e e e e e e e e 
.10123456789e 
000000000000 
10123456789e 
202468eeeeee 
30369eeeeeee 
(3.5) 4048eeeeeeee 
505eeeeeeeee 
606eeeeeeeee 
707eeeeeeeee 
808eeeeeeeee 
909eeeeeeeee 
eoeeeeeeeeee 
I, with addition as in (3.4) satisfies equations (3.1) and is thus in N’(+). I, in 
N’(+) with multiplication as in (3.5) satisfies the equations (3.2) and is thus in 
N’(+, .). 
Proposition 3.6. There is exactly one operation + defined on I, in N’ so that equa- 
tions (3.1) hold. Given I, in N’(+) there is exactly one operation . defined on I, so 
that equations (3.2) hold. 
Proposition 3.1. The algebra I, is initial when regarded as an object of N’(+) or 
N’(+, s). 
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The category N2(+) has as objects those sets which have the operations 
satisfy the axioms of both N’(+) and N2 (= Nt,) plus a further requirement 
there is a partially defined binary operation +, with 
(3.8) a +1 b defined precisely when a +,, b = e 
and furthermore +i is subject to the axioms 
(3.9) e+,a=e=a+,e for all a, 
(3.10) a+,bs=(a-tob)t, 
(3.11) a +, bs = (a +1 b)s. 
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and 
that 
We recall that in N2 the initial object I2 =12 U where i2 has underlying set 
{0,1,2,..., 97,98,99, e} and successor s with ns = n-+ 1 for 0 I n-5 98 and 99s = es = e. 
Given a, b in I2 we define a +. b by 
(3.12) a +. b is given by (3.4) if a, b in I, = (0, 1, . . . ,8,9, e} 
and in general, for double digit numbers a = cd, b =fg with 0 I c, d, J g 5 9, 
(3.13) a+,b=cd+,fg= 
(c+Of)(d+og) for c+of and d+,g#e, 
e otherwise. 
Thus, for example, 5d +. 3g is given by the table 
fo 
50 
51 
52 
53 
(3.14) ;;’ 
56 
51 
58 
59 
30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 e 
80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 e 
81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 e e 
82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 e e e 
83 84 85 86 87 88 89 e e e e 
84 85 86 87 88 89 e e e e e 
85 86 87 88 89 e e e e e e 
86 87 88 89 e e e e e e e 
87 88 89 e e e e e e e e 
88 89 e e e e e e e e e 
89 e e e e e e e e e e 
e e e e e e e e e e e 
and this is the typical situation unless the initial digits c and f of cd and fg, 
respectively, add up (under +e) to e. Then all entries are e in the 11 by 11 block 
of type (3.14). The axioms (3.10) and (3.11) for +1 have the effect of replacing 
all e entries in the non-e rows and columns by entries # e. For example, 51 +i 39 = 
51+, 38~‘~~!~~(51+,38)t=89t=90 and 52+, 38 =52+, 37.~‘~~~‘(52+,37)t=89t=90 
and 52 +i 39 = 52 +i 38s (3~1) (52 +, 38)s = 90s = 91. 
The category N2(+, .) has as objects those sets which have the operations and 
satisfy the axioms of N2(+) and N’(+, .) plus a further requirement that there is a 
partially defined binary operation ., with 
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(3.15) a. 1 b defined whenever a. ,, b = e, and 
(3.16) e.la=e=a.le, 
(3.17) X .I Ys = X. 1 y +O X, if x .I _Y is defined, otherwise 
(3.18) x. t ys = x .. y +, x, if the right hand side is defined. 
The object Z, of N2(+) has underlying set {O, 1,2, . . . ,97,98,99,e} and s, +o, -tt 
as defined earlier. Given a, b in Z2 we define a .. b by 
(3.19) a.ob is given by (3.5) if a,b are in Z,=(O,l,..., 8,9,e}, and in general 
(3.20) a.ob is e if a,b are in Z2-I,, and 
(3.21) x.~~z = either (x.~~)(x.~z) if x.oyfefx.oz or e otherwise, 
where x,y,z are in I, with .. given by (3.2). 
The notation in (3.21) may be illustrated by 1 .,43 (3?) (2 .04)(2 .03) (3d) 86 and 
3 .043 = e by (3.5) since 3 .,4 = e. 
The axioms (3.17) and (3.18) for . , have the effect of replacing all e entries in the 
non-e rows and columns of (3.5) by entries # e. For a, b in Z2\Z1, a .r b is defined 
to be e and for x. 1 yz with x, y, z in I, the effect is to replace some values of 
e =X .O YZ, namely, those with product of x and yz less than 100. Replacement value 
is x. t yz = product of x and yz if < 100 and = e otherwise. 
Illustration 3.22. 2 .. 5 (3d’ e but 2 .t 5 = 2 .t 4 +. 2 by (3.17) if defined (but it is not) 
SO 2.,5=2.04+~2 = 10 by (3.18). Similarly 2.,6 = 2.15+02 by (3.17). 
Example 3.23. The following tables illustrate how ., extends .0 when dealing with 
the product of lj with k for 0 ~j 5 9 and 0 5 k 5 9. 
.O 
- 
10 
11 
12 
(3.24) ::: 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
0 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
0 11 22 33 44 55 66 77 88 99 
0 12 24 36 48 e e e e e 
0 13 26 39 e e e e e e 
0 14 28 e e e e e e e 
0 15 e e e e e e e e 
0 16 e 
0 17 e 
0 18 e 
0 19 e 
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- 
10 
11 
12 
(3.25) ;; 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
52 
42 56 
30 45 60 
32 48 64 
34 51 68 
36 54 72 
38 57 76 
60 72 84 96 
65 78 91 e 
70 84 98 e 
75 90 e e 
80 96 e e 
85 e e e 
90 e e e 
95 e e e 
In (3.25) the blank squares are spaces where .i is undefined because the value of 
.c is # e. 
4. Data types for the finite natural numbers with overflow 
A data type is an initial object in the category CA =Mod&A) of models of a 
sketch A in a category C. Traditionally this refers to the case C=Sets (cf. [ll]). 
By a sketch we mean a 4-typle A = (G, C, D, U) where G is a graph, D a set of 
diagrams in G, C a set of cones in G and U is a function assigning to each object 
n of the graph an arrow U(n) from n to n. There are a number of variations on this 
definition (cf. [4,5,11]). A sketch morphism is just a graph morphism which pre- 
serves diagrams and cones. The category Sk of sketches is thus described. 
Each category C has an underlying sketch Cs consisting of the underlying graph 
Cc of C, the set DC of commutative diagrams in C, the set Co of limit cones and 
with U(n) = l,, each n. A model M is a sketch morphism M: A -+ Cs and a mor- 
phism of models is a natural transformation (defined as for functors). This defines 
the category CA of models. 
A diagram d in a graph G is a graph homomorphism d : I+ G for some graph 
Z, called the index graph. A cone d is a diagram a : J--f G such that for some diagram 
d: I-+ G it follows that J is the extension of Z which contains one additional vertex 
u plus one arrow from that vertex to each vertex of Z and with the property that 
dl,=d. Then d is called the base diagram and u the vertex (cf. [ll]). 
Suppose Nat is the sketch with graph 
(4.1) 
0 s 
l-n-n 
and no diagrams and only the cone extending the empty diagram. Then (as Gray 
points out) the initial object in SetsNat is given by the natural numbers with their 
usual Peano structure 
(4.2) Nat : 1 -N-N 
and the usual description of a natural numbers object in Sets is just a description 
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of the fact that Nat is initial. The natural numbers thus become the data type in Sets 
for the given sketch. The advantage of this point of view is that it is just as easy 
to describe models of Nat in any category (and in particular in a topos) where the 
initial object when it exists is called a natural number object (cf. [13, p. 1651). 
In a similar way N;, may be regarded as the set valued models of the sketch Sh 
with 
0 
, 
(4.3) 
s 
n-n 
(4.4) Cone 1 (Vertex of empty cone) 
(4.5) Diagrams e 
(a) 1 ____f n 
n 
and 
(b) n 2 n A . . . _ ~ >n (10 times) 
The data type determined by Sk in Sets is pictured by 
(4.6) 
s 
1,=0--s-,1--_,~ 
s s s S s ~~~~~8+9-e---_te 
which have the usual Peano stucture for the finite natural numbers with overflow. 
Of course, for unique determination of the data type it is essential that the size be 
given (as in (4.5)). 
The initial object (or data type) in the category of models for Sk in a category 
C, if it exists, could be called a finite,, natural number object (NNO,O). 
The other categories from the earlier sections may be regarded as the set valued 
models of other sketches. For example, the category N& may be regarded as the 
models in Sets of the sketch S2N with 
e k 
+ S 
(4.7) Graph 1 0 , 
j n-n-p 
t 
L.-l - 
1 
where n is for natural number, p is for penultimate and j is for imbedding 
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(4.8) Cones (a) 1 and the cone 
n - n over the diagram 
s 
(ii) n-n 
(4.9) Diagrams The diagrams are those of (4.5) for N& plus a diagram for 
each axiom of N&, which are of the form 
(4.10) ,A t&2 t --.h’t=e where OIji19 and lliS10, 
which hold whenever both sides are defined. We showed in the first section how 
these axioms could be summarized by writing if” = e for a certain unary operation 
fl. 
Axioms of the form (4.10) can be given by the diagram 
(4.11) n-...-n-p 
2 _I! 
s s j 
n-+.,&n-p 
e 
1 
s s 
n -..._ n n 
where there are 10 rows where s appears ji times in row i. In Sets this diagram gives 
the partially defined operation indicated in (4.10). Thus S2N is a sketch in a sense 
extending the usual definition and the category of models in Sets must satisfy the 
partially defined operations of (4.11). 
The data type determined by Sk in Sets is pictured by 
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(4.12) I,= os.1. ti9 
10 A 11 
s 
A 12 - . . . A 18 A 19 
>89 
9Os.91 292~ s . . . 5 98 2 99 - s e. 
The existence of some of the adjoints described in the previous sections may be 
regarded as fitting within the framework of the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.13 (Gray [ 11, p. 61). Let X be a suitable class of sketches and let A and 
B be small X-sketches. If h : A -+ B is a sketch morphism, then h* : SetsB -+ SetsA 
has a left adjoint h#. 
Thus, for example, if the sketches appearing in the diagram 
Sk - 
kl 
Sk(+) 
of inclusions are ‘suitable’ and if 
k; 
Mod&,) = N;, - N&,(+) = Mod&(+)) 
(4.15) I (h+)* 
Mod(&) = N;O 7 N;,(+) = Mod@;(+)) 
I 
is the corresponding set of forgetful functors, then there is a corresponding diagram 
of adjoints, namely, 
k: 
10 - N;,(+) 
(4.16) hy 1 (h+)# 
No - N!o(+) 
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The diagram (4.14) is not completely defined, however, until we give Sk(+) and 
Sk(+). The sketch Sk(+) is the extension of Sk with 
(4.17) Graph 
0 
+- 
lAn---S---t + n +---- nxn 1 pr 2 * 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
Cone 1 
Diagrams as in (4.5) plus 
LO, U(n)1 W(n), 01 [a U(n)1 [U(n), el 
(a) n -nxn+------n @I n -nxn-n 
n n 
U(n) x s 
and (c) nxn - nxn 
and Sk(+) is a further extension incorporating the data of Si as well. 
As for ‘suitability’ in (4.13) Gray points out that LE sketches (all cones over finite 
diagrams) are suitable. This includes kt of (4.4). 
The ‘sketches’ Sk and Sk(+) are more general than the ones described by Gray 
in the sense that they include ‘diagrams’ of the form (4.11) so suitability of h, h+ 
and k2 is not automatic from the results quoted. However as we have seen it is easy 
to give an explicit value for h# and the values for (h+)# and Z$ can be obtained 
easily from the values of h# and k 1”. Thus (4.15) exists and commutes. 
Given a sketch morphism h : A -+ B we say that h is completely persistent if 
h#h* = id and that h is persistent if h#h* = id for the initial object [ll]. Clearly k, 
of (4.14) is persistent by Proposition 3.7 and k2 for similar reasons. However h and 
h+ are not persistent since the initial object of Nfo is I, #Z2 which is the initial 
object of N:, and the same thing happens for Nf,(+) and Nf,(+). 
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